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Ways of Spectating

You are here to spectate a speculative 
spectacle in which the spectator is the 
spectacle and the spectacle is a spectator. 

“Soon after we can see, we are aware that 
we can also be seen. The eye of the other 
combines with our own eye to make it fully 
creditable that we are a part of the visual 
world.” 

- John Berger

We are not trying to turn this space into an 
attraction. Not promoting, not turning into, not 
celebrating, we are pointing to a community 
(people in the same place at the same time) 
as spectacle (anything presented to the sight 
or view, especially something of a striking or 
impressive kind). 

“The painting on the wall, like a human eye, 
can only be in one place at one time. The 
camera reproduces it, making it available in 
any size, anywhere, for any purpose.” 

- John Berger 



The subject is the negative space framed by 
architecture. This negative space requires us to 

See
Look
Gaze
Perceive
Glimpse
Behold 
Observe 
Peer
Gawk
Peep. 

How we can frame, isolate, reproduce the 
sublime views or vistas that make up the fabric 
of this thing that can only be in one place at 
one time?











“Spectatorship is not the passivity that 
has to be turned into activity. It is our 
normal situation. We learn and teach, we 
act and know as spectators who link what 
they see with what they have seen and 
told, done and dreamt.”

-The Emancipated Spectator, Ranciére (2004)
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“A Happening may be scored for just watching. 
Persons will do nothing else.They will watch things, 
each other, possibly actions not performed by 
themselves, such as a bus stopping to pick up 
commuters. This would not take place in a theatre or 
arena, but anywhere else. It could be an extremely 
meditative contemplation when done devotedly; just 
‘cute’ when done indifferently. In a more physical 
mood, the idea of called-for watching could be 
contrasted with periods of action. Both normal 
tendencies to observe and act would now be engaged 
in a responsible way.”

-Notes on the Elimination of the Audience, 
Allan Kaprow, 1966
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GLOSSARY
Atrium 
See also Zaha Hadid’s ‘Leeza SOHO’, Guggenheim Museum
An inclusively inaccessible space, facilitating light and vision across and 
amongst levels.

Access
Having the means to cross a threshold.

Audience
Multiple passive spectators.

Passive 
Having no active response a thing.

Dead space
In reference to Allan Kaprow’s ‘Notes on the Elimination of Audience’
Stagnant spectators, not fully aware of the situations occuring around them.

Festival 
A curated collection of simultaneous situations.

Framing
The action of focusing onto a specific area within a space.

Happening
In reference to the performance art term coined by Alan Kaprow (1959) to describe a specific 
kind of live
A performance piece typically realised through audience 
participation.

Negative Space
In reference to typography, the idea that the blank space is as/if not more important than that 
which defines it
Expanse not wasted or there to be filled. Its use is its emptiness, its lack of 
content, framed by the forms around it.

Participants
Those who engage with the situation.

Producer
In reference to Allan Kaprow’s ‘Notes on the Elimination of Audience’
One who produces, generates, makes, creates.



Programme
In reference to percieving the atrium as a venue which facilitates performance being spectated, 
almost theatre-like
An instructive synopsis of the happening

See
The action of experiencing with eyes; to be a spectator.

Score
In reference to the graphic scores of the fluxus movement
Visual choreography cue

Site/sight
A spacial/visual location.

Situation
An occurring action happening in a specific space.

Stage
An area on which actions are performed.

Spectacle
Anything presented to the sight or view, especially something of a striking or 
impressive kind.

Spectator
One who sees

Receptor
In reference to Allan Kaprow’s ‘Notes on the Elimination of Audience’
One who accepts the product

Vista
In reference to Le Corbusier’s ‘architectural promenades’ and English horticulture
An constructed insinuated view.

Viewfinder
Broadened from the inital reference of tower viewers and such like
Object that frames/focuses a specific view.
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